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Industry theme #1:

Risk of economic inflation
US inflation indicators
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Consumer price inflation pressure to
remain high in the near term,
especially in the US, as pandemicdriven supply bottlenecks meet areas
of higher demand.
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Medical and wage inflationary
pressures are increasing in the
medium term. This is particularly
relevant for non-life claims inflation.
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Note: Average Hourly Earnings, Headline CPI, Core CPI, and PCE Healthcare Expenditure. Source: Refinitiv

Inflation index
While the high inflation readings are
likely to subside in the near term,
inflationary risk is skewed to the
upside in the medium term.

2015

Impact on claims inflation

Medium term SRI forecast*
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Medical cost

High

4 – 5%

Wages

Medium

2.5 – 3.0%

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

* 2022-2025; Source: Swiss Re Institute
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Industry theme #1:

Elevated social inflation trends
likely to continue
US legal advertising spend
(TV and radio)

Clicks on online legal ads from
personal injury lawyers

(in USD bn)

Trend towards large claims and
rising jury awards continues in the
US.

The plaintiffs’ bar is well funded
and actively seeking new
opportunities.
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Interest in legal services is higher
now than before the pandemic.

(Re)insurance pricing needs to
reflect these trends and anticipate
the higher claims activity.

Social inflation is the increase in insurance losses caused by factors such as changes in
expectations by societies, a sophisticated plaintiffs’ bar, anti-corporation sentiments,
expansion of legal theories and broadened access to legal recourse.
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Industry theme #1:

Underwriting of inflation
risks requires a balanced
approach
US primary insurers
Profitability of liability lines
faces headwinds from higher
economic inflation, while
property is less inflationsensitive.

Estimated exposure to inflation

Claims duration, years

Homeowners
Personal Auto Liability
Commercial Auto Liability

Watch out for social
inflation persisting even if
economic inflation
subsides.

Workers Comp
Commercial Multi Peril
General Liability
Professional Liability

Watch out for stagflation and
position your assets and
liabilities accordingly.

Product Liability
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Sources: IBNR weekly #28, 2019, SNL, Swiss Re Institute
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Industry theme #2:

Rapidly rising secondary perils

Less reinsurance and retro limits
for challenging structures and
secondary perils.

Insured Nat Cat losses (USD bn)

Increase in losses from
secondary perils driven by rapid
urbanisation and climate
change.
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10-year moving average of insured Nat Cat losses

Source: Swiss Re Institute; Global insured Nat Cat losses 1970-2020 (2020 prices); 2021 secondary peril events pre-liminary estimates

No respite in 2021 from secondary perils (insured market losses):
Dynamically changing risk
landscape calls for short
observation windows and forwardlooking modelling.

Winter Storm Uri
European June Hail/Storm

USD 14-16bn
USD 4-5bn

European July Floods

USD 9-12bn

Henan/China Floods

USD 1-2bn

Source: Swiss Re Institute
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Industry theme #3:

Focus on contract clarity

Clarity on language accelerates
claims payment as fewer queries
are needed.

Clarity on coverage and intent
reduces potential contract
disputes and litigation. No
outside-in interpretation is
needed, reducing legal fees.

Clarity on scope improves
business relationships, leading to
open and constructive renewal
discussions on terms/exclusions.

Policy wordings have become
increasingly complex and hard
to understand

Policy wordings need to
become business enablers
rather than obstacles

Unclear documentation
(example: conflicting provisions in
Master Agreements and local deals)

Reduce complexity in drafting and
create efficient contract management
(fewer exceptions, simple language)

Translate contract intent into clear
wording
(example: pandemic business
interruption losses without
physical damage)

Global wording standards, responding
quickly to industry needs
(adoption of standards, responding to
new challenges, higher consistency)
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Industry theme #4:

Growing cyber market requires
disciplined underwriting and
better risk understanding
Disciplined underwriting on the back
of more and better data and models.
Large opportunities for those that
understand the risk.

Accelerating digitalisation increases overall connectivity and exposure
bn USD
premium (rounded figures)
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Clarify silent cyber across all lines of
business: Affirm and price or exclude,
clarity of cover including event
definitions are critical.
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Evolve product design for attritional
and accumulation exposure.
Maintain insurability of cyber risks.
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Source: Global cyber insurance premium: SR estimates; Cyber loss ratio: Aon, US data
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Industry theme #5:

Underwriting portfolios moving
towards sustainability and
net zero
Many countries and companies are
committed to net-zero targets.
The transition requires removal of up
to 10bn tonnes CO2 annually
through to 2050, increasing to
20bn tonnes CO2 thereafter.

Transition to net zero could become one of the biggest opportunities for the insurance industry
Global CO2 emissions in billion tonnes per year
Business-as-usual emissions

50

Emission
reductions

40
30

Net emissions path
to limit global
warming to 1.5°C

Investments in negative emissions
required to balance the residual
emissions

20

Emissions that cannot be
reduced yet
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Underwriting exclusions have started
with a focus on coal, gas and oil.
More actions are required to meet
<+2°C pathway.
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Insurance can enable investments in
new technologies needed to achieve
net zero.

Transition to net zero expected to require more than USD 100 trillions in investments

This will require expansion of
underwriting skills in the industry.

Renewables, efficiency, and electrification are key investments, together with low-carbon fuels,
battery energy storage and carbon removal

Source: International Panel on Climate Change 2018 SR15, P4 scenario
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Moses Ojeisekhoba
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Positive market outlook presents opportunity to reduce the protection gap,
however some key challenges remain
Real premium growth
2020-2023 (forecast)1
3.7%

3.3%

Climate change

Insured secondary perils, USD bn, 1950-2020 2

Loss inflation

Daily confirmed cases, selected countries3
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Non-life (primary)

0
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
Secondary effect of primary perils
Other secondary
Wildfire
Floods
Severe convective storms

Key drivers:
Economic recovery
Rising risk awareness

Commercial line hardening

4.3%
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2020

Online searches
for personal injury
lawyer4

300000
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Secondary peril losses driven by climate change
and rapid urbanisation
Often highly localised and difficult to model
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FY21 US
inflation forecast5

Germany
Russia
United Kingdom

COVID-19 vaccination progressing
Fourth wave of infections picking up in certain
countries

1. Swiss Re Institute, adjusted for inflation. 2. Swiss Re Institute. 3. John Hopkins University, 16 August 2021.
4. 2018-2021 Google Trends, Swiss Re Institute. 5. Swiss Re Institute
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Progress together through deep client engagement
Engagement

Our model

Translating into…

Client contacts

Clients using our P&C Solutions

35%

15%

Risk
Partnerships
Clients
and
Partners

EMEA
Americas

Risk
Insights

Risk
Transfer

2017

2020

#1
P&C Reinsurer1

(total market, insurers)

Asia Pacific

Swiss Re contacts

Because of:

• Focus on client experience

• Clients are at the core of our business

• Knowledge and thought leadership

• “Right service for right client” approach

• We continue to evolve our service & solutions model

• Innovation and digital capabilities
• Highest business origination activity

1. NMG Consulting Global P&C Reinsurance Study 2021
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1

NatCat & Climate Change

Progress together through Swiss Re’s broad proprietary Nat Cat model suite
to help address new challenges
Risk Transfer

Risk Insights
Core

Emerging
NatCat modelling engine

Rapid damage assessment

CatNet® services

Sustainability solutions

Primary Nat Cat rates

Natural hazard risk intelligence

Agro suite

Various modular e2e solutions

Near-live expected loss estimates

Climate and sustainability scores

Secondary perils

Parametric Nat Cat solution

Modular end-to-end parametric platform offering
quoting, policy administration, real-time event
tracking, claims calculation and payout

Transactions/capacity

Structured Cat covers to support managing our
clients’ Nat Cat risk and reducing capital requirements
for Cat risk

Weather indices for parametric structures

We partner on new risks to support our clients. Examples:

Climate scenario impact on risk; subsidence risk assessment; wildfire live monitoring and risk
assessment; parametric urban flood products

ILS solutions

Transfer of Cat risk to capital markets via arrangement
of Cat bonds
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2

Data & Analytics

Progress together through data and analytics solutions to support our clients in
transitioning times

What it is

Client
benefits

Satellite imagery-based
damage assessment

Solutions for
automated driving

Impact + B2B app store
for data & model offerings

Flood and drought risk assessment of
events at high-resolution level for
underwriting and claims refinement

Powerful risk-assessment model reflecting
the impact of vehicle characteristics (eg
advanced safety equipment like ADAS)
into insurance tariffs

Platform for our clients to seamlessly
consume our data model and analytical
assets (7 models and 180+ insurance
relevant data sources)

• Efficient allocation and controlling of loss
adjusters and rapid payment of claims
• Individual risk underwriting accumulation
management

• Develop and deliver new and tailored
insurance solutions for both personal
and commercial lines

• Tailor products for original equipment
manufacturers to drive growth

• Identify new areas for growth covering
multiple property and casualty lines
• Fix non-performing portfolios through
advanced analytics
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3

Cyber

Progress together through accumulation management supported by our cyber
solutions model
Evolving cyber risk landscape
Risk Insights

Global cyber premiums, USD bn
25

Systematic issues, supply chain
attacks, risk accumulation

20

Increased frequency & severity
ransomware attacks

15

Data breaches
& malware
attacks
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Growth

2020
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Insights

Proprietary cyber model
Expert knowledge
services and client
portfolio analysis
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7

Risk
mgmt.

Exposure analysis
Increased resilience
by focusing on risk
management

2023E

2024E

2025E

Market drivers
• Increased demand due to accelerating digitalisation and higher awareness
• Growing premiums due to higher penetration and rising rates
• Increased claims frequency due to rise in ransomware incidents

Cyber product suite
Sustainable growth for our clients

Risk Partnerships
Innovation

Cyber incident response platform
Impactful innovation

1. Global Cyber Insurance Premium: Swiss Re Institute estimates (rounded figures), Market and Markets, 2025
forecast, rounded numbers
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Sustainability

Progress together
through commitment
and action to improve
sustainability
We are committed to net-zero
emissions for our operations
by 2030, rest of business by
2050
Co-chair of WEF Alliance of
CEO Climate Leaders

How we support our clients
Risk Insights

Risk Partnerships

Risk Transfer

Analytics and insights

• Assess ESG risk in UW portfolios, transition risk of UW
activities; Climate risk score

Low carbon

• Battery Extended Warranty, Parametric Wind, Solar
• European Carbon + Farming Coalition

Natural Catastrophe

• Shake Shield parametric cover in California
• Swiss Re/iptiQ German flood product
• Simple Flood – Flexible flood cover

Availability, accessibility & affordability

• Affordable Housing Scheme
• FamProvider

Carbon capture

• Maximise our role as insurer, investor and certificate
buyer
• WEF Lighthouse project

Our contribution to make the world more resilient
Risk Transfer

USD 5.7bn

3 223

151

Total claims
paid1

# clients who benefitted
from SR claims payment1

# countries our claims
payments have reached1

1. As of H1 2021
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Relationship and
trust built on
progressing
together

Market recovery with positive (re)insurance premium
growth outlook, albeit some macro and industry
headwinds remain

Our engagement and business model allow us to
support our clients with their growth ambitions

Continuous investments in our solutions, technology
and data offerings to help clients manage existing and
emerging risks

Our commitment to addressing climate change and
inclusion to make the world more resilient
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Q&A

Cautionary note on forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements (including as to plans, objectives, targets, and trends) and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain assumptions
and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact.
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate”, “assume”, “believe”, “continue”, “estimate”, “expect”, “foresee”, “intend”, “may increase”, “may fluctuate” and similar expressions, or by future or
conditional verbs such as “will”, “should”, “would” and “could”. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the Group’s actual results of operations, financial
condition, solvency ratios, capital or liquidity positions or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, capital or liquidity positions or prospects expressed or implied by such
statements or cause Swiss Re to not achieve its published targets. Such factors include, among others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events, particularly natural catastrophes, man-made disasters,
•
pandemics, acts of terrorism or acts of war;
mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
•
the cyclicality of the reinsurance sector;
central bank intervention in the financial markets, trade wars or other protectionist measures relating to international trade
arrangements, adverse geopolitical events, domestic political upheavals or other developments that adversely impact global
economic conditions;
•
increased volatility of, and/or disruption in, global capital and credit markets;
the Group’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, including sufficient liquidity to cover potential •
recapture of reinsurance agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to actual or
•
perceived deterioration of the Group’s financial strength or otherwise;
•
the Group’s inability to realize amounts on sales of securities on the Group’s balance sheet equivalent to their values recorded •
for accounting purposes;
•
the Group’s inability to generate sufficient investment income from its investment portfolio, including as a result of fluctuations
in the equity and fixed income markets, the composition of the investment portfolio or otherwise;
changes in legislation and regulation, or the interpretations thereof by regulators and courts, affecting the Group or its ceding •
companies, including as a result of comprehensive reform or shifts away from multilateral approaches to regulation of global
operations;
•
the lowering or loss of one of the financial strength or other ratings of one or more companies in the Group, and developments •
adversely affecting its ability to achieve improved ratings;
uncertainties in estimating reserves, including differences between actual claims experience and underwriting and reserving •
assumptions;
policy renewal and lapse rates;
•
uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, particularly with respect to large natural
catastrophes and certain large man-made losses, as significant uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such
events and preliminary
estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes available;

legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including in respect of industry requirements
or business conduct rules of general applicability;
the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realize tax loss carryforwards and the ability to realize
deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a jurisdiction or deemed change
of control), which could negatively impact future earnings, and the overall impact of changes in
tax regimes on the Group’s business model;
changes in accounting estimates or assumptions that affect reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
revenues or expenses, including contingent assets and liabilities;
changes in accounting standards, practices or policies;
strengthening or weakening of foreign currencies;
reforms of, or other potential changes to, benchmark reference rates;
failure of the Group’s hedging arrangements to be effective;
significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, unforeseen liabilities or other
costs, lower-than-expected benefits, impairments, ratings action or other issues experienced in
connection with any such transactions;
extraordinary events affecting the Group’s clients and other counterparties, such as bankruptcies,
liquidations and other credit-related events;
changing levels of competition;
the effects of business disruption due to terrorist attacks, cyberattacks, natural catastrophes,
public health emergencies, hostilities or other events;
limitations on the ability of the Group’s subsidiaries to pay dividends or make other distributions;
and
operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal procedures in
anticipating and managing the foregoing risks.

These factors are not exhaustive. The Group operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no
obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States. Any
such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with applicable securities laws.

Legal notice

©2021 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note that any
copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any modifications or
derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes, without the prior written
permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation and may
change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility
for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and completeness of the
information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded.
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